
PANAMA IN WORLD WAR 2 

 

 

PART 4 – THE THIRD LOCKS PROJECT, BARRAGE BALLOONS AND SEA MINES 

 

THE THIRD LOCKS PROJECT 

 

In 1936, the Governor of the Panama Canal was authorised by the US Congress to undertake 

an investigation of the means of increasing the capacity of the Canal for the future needs of 

interoceanic shipping.  He submitted a report in February 1939, saying that construction 

should start within 10-12 years and, for defence security considerations, the new locks 

should be placed some distance from existing ones.  The cost was estimated at $277 

million1.   

 

In August 1939, the US Congress authorised the “Third Locks Project” for new, larger locks 

near the existing ones at Gatun, Pedro Miguel and Miraflores in order to increase the 

Canal’s capacity.    Excavation began near Miraflores on 1 July 1940, but a severe labour 

shortage hampered the project (exacerbated because the parallel programme to improve 

Canal defences competed for the same labour).   

 

 
1  https://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00019286/00001/pdf  

https://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00019286/00001/pdf


Associated work included a moveable bridge across the Miraflores Locks to ensure 

continued road and rail access to the west side of the Canal, with another across the New 

Gatun Locks to allow continued access to Gatun town2. 

 

To cater for the increase in US-origin “Gold roll” workers, a new site called Margarita was 

laid out about 2½ miles from Cristobal, with the first buildings occupied in January 1941.  

The “tropical” (or “Silver” roll) workers were to be accommodated separately near Gatun.  

Private contractors were to be responsible for buildings for their own employees’ use3. 

 

However, changed priorities on the part of the US Navy saw it postponing indefinitely the 

construction of the larger battleships for which the new locks would have been necessary, 

and this effectively ended the Third Locks Project in May 19424. 

 

An initial appropriation of $15 million had been made for the Third Locks through the War 

Department Civil Appropriations Act 1941, and as we have seen the total cost of the 

expansion was estimated at $277 million.  A Special Engineering Division of the Department 

of Operation and Maintenance was created to handle the work, in close cooperation with 

existing Panama Canal organisations.   

 

Canal employees had been producing plans for the design and construction and selecting 

potential key employees in the US since the authorisation of the project in 1939.  Among the 

first orders of business were 3 new construction towns (Caecal, Diablo Heights, and the 

aforementioned Margarita) for the estimated 6,300 employees and dependents necessary 

for the project.   

 

The proposal to build the third set of locks was a mammoth undertaking, particularly as it 

was expected to be completed on a short timetable.   

 
2  https://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00019286/00001/pdf  
3  https://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00019286/00001/pdf  
4  https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf 

https://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00019286/00001/pdf
https://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00019286/00001/pdf
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a388262.pdf


 

An aerial photo of the Miraflores Locks, the towns of Corozal and Diablo along with Albrook Field can be seen in 
the distance.  Ancon Hill, Sosa and the Amador Islands are seen in the far distance.  You can make out Thatcher 
Ferry Bridge at the mouth of the Canal.  To the left of the locks is what remains of the Rio Grande River which 
was a key river back before the Canal was flooded.  To the right of the locks is a great view of the 1940's Third 

Lock project results which are now being used to help with the new locks being built in Panama5. 

 

One of the preparations involved in planning the new locks involved the modification of the 

Liberty Ship design for a vessel needed to transport cement to Panama.  The Liberty Ship 

construction programme in the US was to produce hundreds of vessels to both replace war 

losses and provide the necessary transportation needed to sustain the war effort.  As well as 

the standard cargo ship layout, there were a number of conversions or modifications, such 

as the planned Panama cement carrier.  However, the first such conversion planned was 

never carried out.   

 

US naval designers Gibbs & Cox were directed to develop plans for modified vessels called 

EC2 in the Summer of 1941, capable of carrying about 10,000 tons of cement from Houston, 

Texas to Cristobal.  In order to meet the design requirement the ship had to be limited to a 

fuel capacity for a one-way trip at an average speed of 10 knots.  4 hulls were designated for 

 
5  http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Photos/photoof853.htm  

http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Photos/photoof853.htm


such conversion, but before work began the plans for the additional locks was dropped, 

removing the need for bulk cement carrier shipping.6 

 

7 

 

 
6  Workhorse of the Fleet A History of the Liberty Ships by Gus Bourneuf Jr (American Bureau of Shipping) 1990 
& 2008: https://ww2.eagle.org/content/dam/eagle/publications/company-information/workhorse-of-the-
fleet-2019.pdf  
7  http://navy.memorieshop.com/World-Ports/Panama/Third-Locks.html 

https://ww2.eagle.org/content/dam/eagle/publications/company-information/workhorse-of-the-fleet-2019.pdf
https://ww2.eagle.org/content/dam/eagle/publications/company-information/workhorse-of-the-fleet-2019.pdf
http://navy.memorieshop.com/World-Ports/Panama/Third-Locks.html


BARRAGE BALLOONS 

 

A common sight during the war were barrage balloons, large, tethered balloons heavy duty 

trailing metal cables that could slice the wing off a low-flying aircraft.  They saw use over the 

Canal during the war, alongside anti-torpedo nets, the of smoke screens and the almost 

useless giant metal mesh screen that could be erected to deter low-flying aircraft. 

 

Prior to World War 2, the US Army Air Corps (USAAC) had originally received little support 

from the War Department for the use of barrage balloons for defence against hostile 

aircraft.  This was despite the French, British, and Germans having used barrage balloons 

during World War 1, and when the General Staff studied anti-aircraft defences in the early 

192Os, balloons were advocated as an effective and relatively inexpensive defence for the 

Panama Canal, the Capitol in Washington, the White House, and important dry docks, 

wharves, factories, and bridges.   

 

Close up view of a Barrage 
Balloon station in the Cocoli 
Lake area, with digging and 
drilling work at the same time 
(Dredging Division Photo) 

 

The War Department 

made the USAAS (the US 

Army Air Service, as the 

USAAC was then called8) responsible for development and use of barrage balloons, but the 

Chief of Coast Artillery had objected.  Since the Coast Artillery controlled anti-aircraft 

batteries, it was proposed that it should also control the balloon barrage. The solution was 

to divide the responsibility, the USAAS developing equipment and the Coast Artillery 

controlling its use.  

 

Hence, the development of US barrage balloons between the two world wars was slow and 

suffered greatly from both a lack of funding and a widespread lack of enthusiasm for the 

 
8  The US Army Air Service became the USAAC in 1926 and USAAF in 1941; the independent US Air Force came 
into being after the war in 1948. 



programme. Only minor developments occurred between 1923 and 1939, and the inter-

service rivalry between the USAAC and the Coastal Artillery Corps continued9.  

 

Following a number of experiments and tests, the Army’s Engineering Division at McCook 

Field, Ohio, gave Goodyear a contract for 3 balloons, which the USAAC and Coast Artillery 

began testing at Langley Field, Virginia in 1927.   

 

During the 1920s, the War Department considered barrage balloons as part of its defence 

plans - the anti-aircraft defences of the Panama Canal, for instance, called for 74 balloons in 

2 barrages, 1 at either end of the Canal.   

This painting shows soldiers 
preparing one for launch.  This 
scene could have been in any area 
along the Panama Canal, but most 

likely near one of the Locks10 

 

However, with barrage 

balloons competing with 

other activities for money, 

interest waned and the 

USAAC did not continue its 

project after it used up its 

initial supply of balloons in tests and experiments.   

 

The balloon barrage was dropped from plans for defence of the Canal.  However, in 1937, 

after the British and French undertook sizable barrage balloon programmes, a meeting was 

organised by the Army on the subject.  This saw the Coastal Artillery making the point that it 

thought that funds could be better used for active anti-aircraft projects, and the War 

Department General Staff expressed the same opinion, and only the USAAC representatives 

were in favour of barrage balloon experiments.  All groups were, however, had been willing 

 
9  https://xbradtc2.com/tag/coastal-artillery/  
10  Barrage Balloon (Oil by Alexander Brook), 1943: 
http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Photos/photoof66.htm 

https://xbradtc2.com/tag/coastal-artillery/
http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Photos/photoof66.htm


to see development continued by the USAAC, using USAAC funds, although only $5,000 was 

available11.   

 

Hence, the USAAC decided to use this $5,000 of its own funds to buy a single balloon for 

further experiments.  A USAAC study in 193812 had presented a strong case for further 

development and this resulted in the 1st Balloon Squadron being formed at Fort Sill in 1939.  

The USAAC sent its single balloon to Fort Sill in March 1939 for the 1st Balloon Squadron to 

test and also sent it to Panama to obtain data on deterioration in storage - but it took the 

war in Europe to move the War Department to further the development of barrage 

balloons.13  

 

Finally, after a further study requested by the General Staff and the experience from 

Europe, in Summer 1940, the USAAC made $50,000 available for barrage balloon equipment 

and in June 1940, Goodyear-Zeppelin was awarded a contract for the first 6 low-altitude 

balloons for delivery in 194114. 

 

In 1940, a programme recommended no less 4,400 barrage balloons being needed, 

including 200 for deployment in Panama.  An estimate of production capability was that 

5,310 balloons could be produced by January 194315. 

 

The apparent success of the use of such balloons at Scapa Flow and London strengthened 

the case for proposed use over the Canal16.  In 1940, it was estimated that around 2,400 

men would be required to operate 90 balloons in the Gatun Lake area and 110 balloons in 

the area of the Pedro Miguel and Miraflores Locks.  

 
11  The US Army Barrage Balloon Program by James R. Shock (Marriam Press), 2006. 
12  Air Corps Board Study No.40: “The Employment of Balloon Barrages”. 
13  Ibid Aviation in the US. Army, 19 19- 1939 by Maurer Maurer, (United States Air Force Historical Research 
Center (Office of Air Force History), 1987. 
14  The US Army Barrage Balloon Program by James R. Shock (Marriam Press), 2006 
15  The US Army Barrage Balloon Program by James R. Shock (Marriam Press), 2006 
16  https://www.afhra.af.mil/Portals/16/documents/Studies/1-50/AFD-090602-096.pdf 
The 2 oil painting images were scanned from a book Soldiering In Panama by Dolores De Mena, (Command 
Historian, Headquarters, US Army South, Fort Clayton), December 1997.  Copies of these books were given to 
attendees at US Southern Command's closing ceremonies at Fort Clayton on on 30 July 1999. 

https://www.afhra.af.mil/Portals/16/documents/Studies/1-50/AFD-090602-096.pdf


Another oil painting by Alexander Brook in 
1943.  This one shows the Barrage Balloons 
hovering above and around the Pedro Miguel 

Locks17 

 

On 14 March 1941, the US Army General 

Staff reiterated its position that barrage 

balloons were to be in joint control of 

both the USAAC and the Coastal Artillery 

Corps, and these commands began to 

coordinate their efforts.  

 

 Although the commands were in the process of developing the barrage balloon units almost from 

nothing, the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor brought the barrage balloon programme to the 

forefront of attention.  Following the attack, for example, the Chief of the Coast Artillery ordered 

that every possible effort be made to send 3 barrage balloons battalions to the US West Coast to 

protect important locations including the Bremerton Navy Yard in Bremerton, Washington State and 

the Boeing aircraft plant in Seattle – but a lack of equipment meant that this task could not be 

completed until Spring 194218.   

1942 - An airship tethered to a barge floats in the air in the Panama Canal 

Zone.  

(Photo: CORBIS/Corbis via Getty Images) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 301st Coast Artillery Battalion (Separate Barrage Balloon), composed of troops from the 

Barrage Balloon School, and which had been the first such battalion, was activated in June 

 
17  https://www.afhra.af.mil/Portals/16/documents/Studies/1-50/AFD-090602-096.pdf 
18  https://xbradtc2.com/tag/coastal-artillery  

https://www.afhra.af.mil/Portals/16/documents/Studies/1-50/AFD-090602-096.pdf
https://xbradtc2.com/tag/coastal-artillery


1941 (originally as a demonstration unit and a model for future units), and was despatched 

to Panama, arriving on 1 January 194219. 

 

On 16 December 1941, the first US Marines Corps (USMC) barrage balloon squadron, ZMQ-

1, left Norfolk, Virginia for Fort Randolph in Panama, arriving on 23 December.  It was 

attached to the 15th Naval District under Navy control, although it was actually assigned to 

the Army’s Panama Anti-Aircraft Artillery Command.  It would be replaced in September 

1942 by the 313th Coastal Artillery Barrage Balloon Battalion (formed from a cadre of the 

301st Battalion)20. 

 

THE ARMY'S SEA MINES 

 

Under US law, the defence of harbours and the sea coast was the responsibility of the Army.  

One of the methods used to protect harbours was to lay minefields.  However, unlike the 

minefields of open water, employed by the Navy, the Army employed controlled minefields. 

 

Rather than being detonated merely by contact, Army minefields were connected to the 

shore via a series of electrical cables. Main cables from shore went to a junction box, with 

each junction box typically supporting 19 mines21.   

 

One of the obvious advantages of a controlled minefield was that a shipping channel could 

be completely mined, and yet still usable for friendly shipping. With mines only being 

activated or set off as and when required. 

 

Establishing an effective controlled minefield involved a large investment in infrastructure. 

First, as the minefield would actually only be planted when hostilities are imminent and 

hence storage and maintenance facilities ashore would be needed for the mines.  Typically, 

 
19  The US Army Barrage Balloon Program by James R. Shock (Marriam Press), 2006 
20  The US Army Barrage Balloon Program by James R. Shock (Marriam Press), 2006 
21  DC current was used to monitor and test the mines, as well as signal to the shore that contact had been 

made. AC current would then be used to detonate the mine. 

 



a mine storage shed would hold just the mine itself.  A separate magazine would be built to 

hold the explosives for the mine.   

 

Provision also had to be made for putting the mines in place, with wharves for loading the 

the “mine planting” ships, tramway tracks to facilitate movement of the mines from storage 

to the wharf, storage for many miles of electrical cable was needed, all this in addition to 

other specialised equipment and facilities.  Furthermore, if electricity supplies were not 

available, power generation facilities would also be needed. 

 

Generally speaking, Army controlled minefields could be fired one of 3 ways – 

• by command; 

• by contact; or 

• by delayed contact.   

 

Command detonation was controlled by a central control (known as the mine casemate) 

which would send the signal to detonate a particular mine.  This control centre also needed 

communications links to observation stations, as well as housing plotting tables, with 

plotters to track any enemy and decide which mines to detonate etc.  As well as observation 

stations, for night firing, searchlights were used to track and illuminate targets. 

 

If necessary, for example, where visibility was impaired for some reason, the minefield could 

be set to fire on contact, much like a traditional minefield.  

 

Delayed contact involved the mine itself served as a sensor, sending a signal telling the 

control centre when contact had been made – so that the commander could then order 

detonation after a few seconds delay (which could have advantages by means of 

determining where the damage to the ship might be caused).  This method also allowed the 

mine commander discrimination in his targets.  He might, for example, choose to ignore a 

small scouting vessel in favour of a better target. 

 

The US Army had what was called the Army Mine Planter Service (AMPS), dating back to 

1918, for laying (“seeding”) the minefields.  This came under the command of the Coastal 



Artillery Corps and was responsible for the installation and maintenance of all underwater 

minefields forming part of the US coastal defences – which included those in the Canal Zone 

and Manila Bay in the Philippines. 

 

The vessels used were called “Mine Planters”, and not minelayers (the Navy used 

minelayers to sow sea minefields).  These had to be of a fairly substantial size, despite being 

purely for coastal use.  They had to be able to carry several mines, plus the equipment 

(booms etc) to deploy or recover them.  There would be other, smaller vessels also used, to 

lay cables, for example22. 

US Army Mine Planter Lt Col Ellery W Niles – in 
June 1940 she was despatched to Fort Amador 
and in June-August 1940, with the Gen William 
M Graham, installed the wartime minefields 

protecting the Canal Zone23 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

US Army Mine Planter Gen William M Graham – in 

June-August 1940, with the Lt Col Ellery W Niles, 

installed the wartime minefields protecting the Canal 

Zone.  The was decommissioned and sold in Panama 

in 1945 and renamed SS Panama City, eventually 

being  

 
22  https://xbradtc2.com/tag/coastal-artillery/  
23  http://www.navsource.org/archives/30/11/1102.htm  
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